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ENCOURAGING COMMUNITY COHESION - COUNTERING EXTREMISM

Message from the Director 
I have great pleasure in presenting to you our quality approved, highly 
innovative and sector leading CPD and training programmes. It has never 
been more pertinent for organsations both public and private to invest 
in their employees development and understanding of both religion and 
community cohesion. These particular phenomena affect the very fabric of 
our society and shape the future of our communities, despite our attempts 
to trivialize them. Aside from it being a statutory duty to promote community 
cohesion for public sector organisations, at the time of writing religion has 
unfortunately formed the basis of many a conflict around the world. Therefore 
it is vital that our workforces, particularly frontline professionals have thorough 
understandings of such issues as well as skill sets, tool kits and competencies to 
effectively navigate this every evolving landscape and provide the highest quality of service 
to the clients, customers or students they serve.

On a personal note, (as an experienced Imam and front line professional) I have seen first hand the importance of high 
quality training in fostering better community relations and the foundation therefore prides itself on delivering CPD and 
training to facilitate this evolving need. Our strategic collaborations with schools, colleges and Universities ensure that 
we are fulfilling a serious responsibility to build capacity and understanding of community cohesion and social capital 
across sectors. 

I strongly believe If your staff, employees and stakeholders have a thorough understanding of pertinent issues around 
religion, community cohesion and social capital they will be able to utilise their skills, knowledge and competencies to 
deliver the best service possible to the customers, clients or students that they serve.

For this very reason Our CPD and training programmes have been carefully constructed by our experienced co-ordinator 
Ali Amla and utilises a blended, eclectic learning approach. This ensures that alongside quality content each course 
follows our 10 core standards for innovative delivery that includes:

 > Individual tasks.

 > Groupwork.

 > Workshop discussions.

 > Professional reflections.

 > Quizzes to test current knowledge bases.

 > Multimedia videos.

 > High quality case studies.

 > Ample Question and Answer time.

 > High Quality handouts and material.

 > A short Post Course Team dissemination presentation (for your participant/s to discuss the skills and knowledge 
they have gained with us at your next team meeting) and Free Post course access to our many community cohesion 
resources available on our website.

This immersive, engaging and varied approach ensures that participants are involved throughout thus ensuring that they 
are suitably equipped with the knowledge, toolkits and skill sets to make a positive change to those they serve.

I hope your staff and organisations will be able to experience our CPD and training programmes soon and benefit from the 
expertise, skills and experience we have to offer.

Abdul Hafeez Siddique
Executive director, The Flowhesion Foundation



ENCOURAGING COMMUNITY COHESION - COUNTERING EXTREMISM

COURSE CODE DESCRIPTION TYPE DURATION

PVIN-0216
A day with an Imam series:1 Prevent duty, signs of 
islamic radicalisation and counter narratives (INSET) 
for schools, colleges and Universities wanting to 
comply with PVE duty. WRAP accredited trainer.

CPD 1 day

ITI-0217            Full day

GSEITI-0217    Half day

A day with an Imam series:2 An introduction to Is-
lam in Britain: core doctrine and practices (INSET) for 
schools, colleges, Universities and adaptable (1/2 
day)for students studying GCSE Religious studies: 
Islam.

CPD

1 day

1/2 day 
adapted for  
GCSE students 
with exam 
techniques

PAT-0218

A day with an Imam series:3 practical approaches to 
tackling Islamophobia in school and on campus for 
school, college and University staff. WRAP accred-
ited trainer.

CPD 1 day

ERW-0219           Full day

GSEERW-0219   Half day

A day with an Imam series: 4 Exploring the role of 
women in British Islam. For frontline professionals 
and  adaptable (1/2 a day) for students studying 
GCSE Religious studies: Islam.

CPD 

1 day
1/2 day 
adapted for 
GCSE students 
with exam 
techniques

DICE-0220

A day with an Imam series: 5 Difficult conversa-
tions: Differentiating Islam, Culture and Extremism 
(DICE) for schools, colleges and Universities WRAP 
accredited trainer.

CPD 1 day

BVCS-03104
Promoting British Values and civil society society 
engagement on the front line for teachers and other 
frontline professionals. WRAP accredited trainer.

CPD 1 day 

BCCIP-03105
Building community cohesion in to practice: strate-
gies for frontline professionals.

CPD 1 day

CPOSC-0316
Centering our practice around social capital: why it’s 
important and why it matters. for front line profes-
sionals.

CPD 1 day

UHC-03107
Understanding hate crime: perceptions, effects, 
legislation and reporting structures for frontline 
professionals.

CPD 1 day

BRCTC- 0410

Building resilience and critical thinking to counter 
extremist narratives and ideologies (field trip to 
Northern Ireland option available) for community co-
hesion co-ordinators, councillors, front line profes-
sionals and faith leaders.

Training 
course

3 days
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To book this course please contact: Babar Yasin (administrator) directly at: Info@flowhesionfoundation.org.uk for our 
course costs per delegate, discounts for group bookings or in-house training sessions. If you could provide us with the 
information below we will endeavor to offer you a competitive price and provide necessary details:

 > Please state the nature of your query In the subject line of the Email.
 In the content of your email provide:

 > The name and address of your organisation.

 > Email and phone contact information of main contact.

 > The course code/s you are interested in.

 > Number of delegates.

 > Possible dates for delivery.

 > Any queries or questions you would like  to ask regarding the course/s.

Course code: PVIN-0216  
Title: A day with an imam series 1: prevent duty, signs of Islamic radicalisation and counter narratives.  
WRAP accredited trainer

Description:
Signs of Islamic Extremism and the process of radicalisation are complex, multi-faceted issues that need to be delivered and 
facilitated by experienced professionals. Therefore this full day training course is led by a qualified Imam (Muslim priest), who 
has studied at a traditional British Islamic seminary on a qualifying course for seven years and is well versed in the Quran 
(Muslim holy book), Hadeeth (sayings of the Prophet Muahmmed Pbuh) and Islamic jurisprudence. This unprecedented level 
of access to Islamic knowledge for delegates ensures an unrivalled course delivery experience. He is also a WRAP accredited 
trainer. Participants can actively ask the most sensitive of questions relating to Islamic extremism and ideologies and engage 
with discussion safe in the understanding that they are in the hands of an Islamic expert. We believe that the experience of 
a trainer to be an essential competency as well as a unique feature in delivering this course. The trainer will be able to quote 
the specific Arabic text from the Quran and Hadeeth that are misconstrued by extremists to fuel their ideology and offer full 
explanations and counter narratives within relevant socio-political, historical and contemporary contexts. This adds further 
value to the delegates immersive experience.

The course will give an overview of the national context of the government’s Prevent strategy grounding it within their 
respective legal, policy and risk assessment contexts. It will outline the OFSTED criteria for measuring compliance by 
educational establishments in this arena. Participants will be presented with a number of examples of Islamic extremist 
narratives that are used to draw vulnerable people to the radicalisation process that undermines British values and can 
constitute a slippery slope to radicalisation. Further they will be presented with a number of early signs of radicalisation to 
be vigilant about when working with individuals and will engage in individual professional reflection and group discussion in 
order to locate responses within their own practice. 

By the use of innovative, sector based case studies participants will be given a chance to apply, discuss and further explore 
the practical application of the counter narratives tool kit and skill sets they have learnt to challenge such ideas on the front 
line. Delegates will therefore be able to challenge behaviours and opinions that they may face in their work environments and 
will be equipped to comply with the statutory prevent duty.

Course objective: 
 > Able to evaluate the legal and policy landscape surrounding the Prevent duty.

 > Able to identify early signs of Islamic radicalisation that front line professionals should always be vigilant of.

 > Able to briefly explain verses of the Quran and Hadeeth that can be misconstrued to support Islamic extremism and the 
process of radicalisation.

 > Able to apply a tool kit and skill set to effectively challenge counter Islamic extremist narrative and ideology that 
undermines British values. 

 > Able to use professional reflection and experience to appreciate that there is not fixed characteristics or profile of an 
extremist or person who is prone to radicalization.

Who should attend:
 > Frontline teaching staff at schools, colleges and Universities.

 > Senior Leadership Team staff members at schools, colleges and Universities.

 > Staff tasked with pastoral care responsibilities at schools, colleges and Universities.

 > Front line staff in youth work and social work settings who have regular interactions with young people.
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To book this course please contact: Babar Yasin (administrator) directly at: Info@flowhesionfoundation.org.uk for our 
course costs per delegate, discounts for group bookings or in-house training sessions. If you could provide us with the 
information below we will endeavor to offer you a competitive price and provide necessary details:

 > Please state the nature of your query In the subject line of the Email.
 In the content of your email provide:

 > The name and address of your organisation.

 > Email and phone contact information of main contact.

 > The course code/s you are interested in.

 > Number of delegates.

 > Possible dates for delivery.

 > Any queries or questions you would like  to ask regarding the course/s.

Course code: ITI-0217   Full day
Course code: GSEITI-0217   Full day   

Title: A day with an imam series 2: An introduction to Islam in Britain core doctrine and practices (INSET) for 
school, colleges and Universities. ½ a day Adaptable for students on GCSE Religious studies: Islam courses 

Description:
Islam is one of the world major religions with over 1.6 billion followers that constitute 23% of the world’s population. Emanating 
from the Arabian Peninsula to the tip Africa, from the furthest regions of China to the sprawling cities of Brazil, its adherents 
can be found across the globe. This vibrant faith centers on core doctrines and practices that aim to bind its followers in to 
a cohesive whole. Never has there been a more pertinent time for front line professionals to learn about this faith in order 
to assist them when interacting with members of this faith group. Led by a qualified Imam who has studied at a traditional 
British Muslim seminary and with vast experience in the field, this course will firstly ground Islam within a contemporary 
British context. It will outline the core belief and faith systems of Muslims and the practices and religious duties that they 
adhere to across their life course. It will explore the migrations of Muslims to Britain in the post world war 2 period. There 
will be an overview of the Mosque, Madrassah and Daruloom system in Britain that provides and serves as the backbone 
and information superhighway in disseminating Islamic knowledge to followers across the country. The course will further 
explore the five pillars of Islam, what they mean in practice, the seven articles of faith, Muslim holy shrines and a range of 
sensitive issues that Muslims may face in modern Britain. Through innovate case studies, group discussion and professional 
reflection, delegates will gain a broader understandings of the central tenants of this vibrant faith. There will also be a 
recitation of the Adhaan (Muslim call to prayer), its origins and translation to further the immersive experience. 

For students taking the half-day course, our experienced GCSE Religious studies: Islam examiner will talk them through 
successful strategies to competently navigate examination questions for the subject. As well as guiding through core key 
words and terminology that they will have to cover and consider in order to pass their examinations.

Course objective Full Day: 
 > An appreciation of the origins of contemporary British Islam.

 > An basic understanding of the structure through which Islamic teaching is disseminated to followers in the United Kingdom. 

 > Able to identify confidently the five pillars of Islam.

 > Able to explain confidently the seven articles of Islamic faith.

 > An appreciation of the main Muslim holy shrines.

 > Able to evaluate a number of sensitive issues Muslims may face in modern Britian.

Course Objective Half day (students): 
 > Able to discuss confidently the five pillars of Islam.

 > Able to evaluate confidently the seven articles of Islamic faith.

 > Able to identify and discuss the main Muslim holy shrines.

 > Able to appreciate a number of sensitive issues Muslims may face in modern Britain.

 > Able to confidently employ strategies to competently answer the GCSE Religious studies examination questions.

Who should attend:
 > Frontline teaching staff at schools, colleges and Universities.

 > Senior Leadership Team staff members at schools, colleges and Universities.

 > Staff tasked with pastoral care responsibilities at schools, colleges and Universities.

 > Front line staff in youth work and social work settings who have regular interactions with young people.
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To book this course please contact: Babar Yasin (administrator) directly at: Info@flowhesionfoundation.org.uk for our 
course costs per delegate, discounts for group bookings or in-house training sessions. If you could provide us with the 
information below we will endeavor to offer you a competitive price and provide necessary details:

 > Please state the nature of your query In the subject line of the Email.
 In the content of your email provide:

 > The name and address of your organisation.

 > Email and phone contact information of main contact.

 > The course code/s you are interested in.

 > Number of delegates.

 > Possible dates for delivery.

 > Any queries or questions you would like  to ask regarding the course/s.

Course code: PAT-0218    
Title: A day with an imam series 3: Practical approaches to tackling Islamophobia in schools and on campus, 
For school, college and University staff WRAP accredited trainer

Description:
There has been an unprecedented increase in specific Muslim hate crime of 200% since 2015 (The Huffington post, 2015) as 
well as a 57% increase in Islamophobic attacks on the public reported to the police (The guardian, 2016) since the Brexit vote. 
With the British Muslim population totaling 2.1 million it is imperative both as a duty under The Equality Act (2010) and a Public 
Sector Equality Duty PSED for schools, colleges and Universities to combat such issues. Public institutions therefore need to 
ensure that measures are in place, staff are suitably trained and students are safe from such concerns.

This course aims to address these issues. It will be led by a qualified Imam who has studied at a traditional British Islamic 
seminary with experience of chaplaincy at British schools, colleges or Universities. Being WRAP accredited this practical 
experience is essential for successful discussion and reflection during the course. The course will establish the definition 
of Islamophobia and locate it within its current British context. Forms of Islamphobia within educational establishments will 
also be explored and the phenomena will be grounded within current legislative and policy frameworks. The course will 
present a three-pronged model that educational establishments can practically adopt to ensure that they have conducive 
and safe learning environments where value, respect and tolerance are upheld for all. The course will establish inter-agency 
collaboration as well as third party engagement as viable tools to tackle Islamophobia and will further consider practical 
issues that could fuel unnecessary friction if not handled sensitively such as Muslim dress, worship and prayer facilities. 
Constructive methods to adopt will be suggested in order to ensure inclusion when dealing with such sensitive issues. 
Through the use of innovative case studies modeled on real life scenarios, delegates will be able to apply the theory they 
have learnt to their front line roles.

Course objective: 
 > Able to gain an understanding of the definition of Islamophobia.

 > A recognition of the relative legislative and policy framework within which It must be tackled.

 > Able to discuss confidently the three-pronged model to successfully ensure Islamophobia is being addressed at your 
educational establishment.

 > An appreciation of external agencies and their roles in helping to tackle Islamophobia.

 > Able to evaluate a range of approaches to sensitive issues such as dress code, worship and prayer facilities to ensure 
inclusion.

 > Able to discuss the role of professional reflection and experience when addressing sensitive issues relating to Islamophobia.

Who should attend:
 > Frontline teaching staff at schools, colleges and Universities.

 > Senior Leadership Team staff members at schools, colleges and Universities.

 > Staff tasked with pastoral care responsibilities at schools, colleges and Universities.

 > Front line staff in youth work and social work settings who have regular interactions with young people.
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To book this course please contact: Babar Yasin (administrator) directly at: Info@flowhesionfoundation.org.uk for our 
course costs per delegate, discounts for group bookings or in-house training sessions. If you could provide us with the 
information below we will endeavor to offer you a competitive price and provide necessary details:

 > Please state the nature of your query In the subject line of the Email.
 In the content of your email provide:

 > The name and address of your organisation.

 > Email and phone contact information of main contact.

 > The course code/s you are interested in.

 > Number of delegates.

 > Possible dates for delivery.

 > Any queries or questions you would like  to ask regarding the course/s.

Course code: PAT-0218  
Course code: ERW-0219   Full day

GSEERW-0219   Half day
Title: A day with an imam series 4: Exploring the role of women in British Islam, For school, college and 
University staff  WRAP accredited trainer

Description:
The role of women in contemporary British society has been a paradoxical paradigm of debate, controversy and admiration. 
Largely fuelled by geo-political events and media coverage it has never been more important for front line professionals 
to be fully informed about the identity politics of this diaspora in order to differentiate fact from fiction and deliver culturally 
sensitive and appropriate services. Therefore this popular course firstly sets the scene by pertinently locating the status 
of women in Pre-Islamic Arabia. It then locates the social construct of marriage, education and dress codes within a 
contemporary British Islamic context. The course will explore the Equality and Equity role British women play and aim to 
facilitate in their daily lives within western capitalist societal structures.  It maintains that this balance is not always easy 
to keep. In light of the Quran (Muslim holy book) and Hadeeth (sayings of the Prophet Muhammed PBUH) the course 
will navigate the sensitive terrain of a plethora of Muslim issues such as polygamy, culture and spirituality. It will further 
investigate the social, political and economic dimensions that converge upon female muslim identities within contemporary 
British society. Through an open forum discussion, reflection and frank conversation the course seeks to both educate 
delegates, alleviate myth and position the identity of Muslim women on a robust factual footing.

Course objective Full Day: 
 > Able to evaluate the role women played in Pre-Islamic Arabia and how the evolution of the rights and status was 

perpetuated by Islam.

 > Able to explain how marriage, education and dress codes are formed by cultural practices as well as an interpretation of the 
Quran (Muslim holy book) and Hadeeth (sayings of the prophet).

 > Able to recognise the Equality, Equity and division of labour principles upon which female Muslim roles are constructed.

 > Able to appreciate how such defined roles are difficult to maintain in western capitalist societal structures.

 > Be able to confidently discuss how polygamy, culture and spirituality are informed by theological interpretations of divine sources. 

 > Able to explain briefly the socio-political and economic dimensions that form female Muslim identity in contemporary Britain.

Course Objective Half day (students): 
 > Able to discuss confidently how marriage, education and dress codes are formed by cultural practices and Quran and 

hadeeth interpretation.

 > Able to discuss confidently the role of Muslim women in marriage and other spheres.

 > Able to confidently evaluate of polygamy, culture and spirituality.

 > Able to appreciate the multi-dimensional geo-political and social aspects of Muslim women in contemporary British society. 

 > Able to confidently employ strategies to competently answer the GCSE Religious studies examination questions.

Who should attend:
 > Frontline teaching staff at schools, colleges and Universities.

 > Senior Leadership Team staff members at schools, colleges and Universities.

 > Staff tasked with pastoral care responsibilities at schools, colleges and Universities.

 > Front line staff in youth work and social work settings who have regular interactions with young people.
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To book this course please contact: Babar Yasin (administrator) directly at: Info@flowhesionfoundation.org.uk for our 
course costs per delegate, discounts for group bookings or in-house training sessions. If you could provide us with the 
information below we will endeavor to offer you a competitive price and provide necessary details:

 > Please state the nature of your query In the subject line of the Email.
 In the content of your email provide:
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Course code: DICE-0220
Title: A day with an imam series 5: Difficult conversations, Differentiating between Islam, Culture and 
Extremism. WRAP accredited trainer

Description: 
Religion, culture and extremism are phenomena that are frequently referred to interchangeably, put on trial and passionately 
debated. These complex, loaded and largely encompassing terms have their own respective school of thoughts. For 
instance, Cardinal Joseph Ratzinger states ‘faith itself is culture’, the oxford dictionary claims ‘religions are the earliest cultural 
systems’ whilst humanists assert ‘all religions in their purest forms are extreme’. The question we need to ask is where 
does religion end, culture begin and extremism stand in this pertinent dichotomy? Never has it been more pertinent for front 
line professionals to comprehend these terms and the boundaries that surround them in order to assist their respective 
client, service user or student groups. This popular course attempts to navigate this difficult terrain by locating boundaries, 
frontiers and digressions between the three in order to make clear sense of how they impact our current approach to building 
community cohesion and Preventing Violent Extremism. The course explores religion in its widest context and through the 
vehicle of case studies elucidates how culture can characterize religious practice and extremism. The term extremism will be 
dissected to explore its many political, historical, social and religious facets. 

Through the medium of frank discussion, professional reflection, toolkits, group work and media presentations this course 
will clearly demonstrate methods whereby delegates will be able to evidently understand the difference between Islamic 
conservatism and Islamic extremism as the two may easily be conflated. This distinction is vital in environments where misun-
derstanding these boundaries may mean innocent people are referred to the authorities or through police processes under 
government security legislation. 

Course objective: 
 > An appreciation of how culture, religion and extremism are loaded contested terms.

 > An understanding of how culture and religion may converge on religious practice.

 > Able to identify key markers that separate culture, religion and extremism.

 > Through discussion of case studies able apply these key markers to clearly distinguish between culture and religious practices.

 > Able to recognize the multi-faceted nature of extremism.

 > Through the medium of a toolkit able to distinguish clearly between Islamic conservatism and Islamic extremism.

 > Able to reflect on the importance of making distinctions in light of the Prevent Duty and Channel referral process.  

Who should attend:
 > Frontline teaching staff at schools, colleges and Universities.

 > Senior Leadership Team staff members at schools, colleges and Universities.

 > Staff tasked with pastoral care responsibilities at schools, colleges and Universities.

 > Front line staff in youth work and social work settings who have regular interactions with young people.
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To book this course please contact: Babar Yasin (administrator) directly at: Info@flowhesionfoundation.org.uk for our 
course costs per delegate, discounts for group bookings or in-house training sessions. If you could provide us with the 
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Course code: BCCIP-03105  
Title: Building community cohesion in to practice: strategies for frontline professionals

Description: 
Community Cohesion has been adopted as the government’s official policy of harmonisation amongst British communities 
since the 2001 riots in Northern Towns namely Oldham, Burnley and Rochdale. However many front line professionals 
are under skilled in both the details of this important policy and its application in practice. This essential course charts the 
gradual demise of Multiculturalism policy in the United Kingdom and navigates the contested terrain that led to the adoption 
of community cohesion. Through the use of innovative case studies, frank media viewing, group work and professional 
reflection delegates will explore the range of socio-economic, political and integration dimensions that led to severe riots and 
acts of violence in Burnley, Oldham and Rochdale in 2001. The four core strands of community cohesion will be thoroughly 
analysed and delegates will get a change to apply their skills, knowledge and competencies gained to real-life case studies 
that will give them a good understanding of applying the cohesion agenda in practice. Delegates will be aided after the 
course with a number of official toolkits and research reports in to best practice in this arena if they wish to develop further 
their theory and practice in this area. The course leader is a community cohesion specialist and was specifically funded to 
undertake groundbreaking research in Bolton in 2008 where he looked at how members of the south-Asian community 
interpreted community cohesion language and lexicology in their everyday lives. He has over 10 years of experience working 
with BAME communities in Bolton and is an advisor, consultant and community cohesion lead for a number of organizations. 

Course objective: 
 > An appreciation of the different socio-political dimensions that led to the demise of multiculturalism policy.

 > A clear understanding of how social, political and economical dynamics contributed to the formation of community 
cohesion policy.

 > Able to map the social components that contribute to civil unrest.

 > Able to confidently discuss the four key strands of the community cohesion agenda.

 > To Recognise the importance of building community cohesion in to practice.

 > Able to apply these key strands to real-life scenarios in order to build community cohesion in to their practice.

 > Able to reflect professionally on a number of key skills, qualities and competencies that would need to be developed in 
order to effectively apply the community cohesion agenda to our practice.  

Who should attend:
 > Frontline teaching staff at schools, colleges and Universities.

 > Senior Leadership Team staff members at schools, colleges and Universities.

 > Staff tasked with pastoral care responsibilities at schools, colleges and Universities.

 > Front line staff in youth work and social work settings who have regular interactions with young people.
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Course code: CPOSC-0316  
Title: Centering our practice around social capital: why its important and why it matters

Description: 
Levels of general citizen, service user and client involvement in civic society, community groups and democratic process 
in the United Kingdom continue on a downward trend. Understanding the importance of such participation on the physical, 
mental, social and economical wellbeing of service users, clients or students is necessary. Therefore a good understanding 
of social capital and how to incorporate it in to practice is pertinent for front line professionals in order to facilitate a holistic 
client or service user’s standard of living. This course grounds itself in the pioneering, internationally renowned social capital 
research undertaken by Professor Robert Putnam that led to the term being adopted. It navigates the strands, connections 
and components that constitute social capital. Clear definitions of the terms will be established. Delegates will be able to 
collectively explore and professionally reflect on the concept and its impact on practice through the use of innovative cases 
studies.  The skills set, knowledge base and competencies acquired will be utilised to identify how frontline professionals can 
grow their clients, service users social capital networks and the subsequent benefits this would have. 

Course objective: 
 > An appreciation of how growing social capital is in the interests of both front line professionals and service users.

 > A clear understanding of the definitions surrounding social capital and associated terms.

 > Able to confidently discuss pioneering social capital research that has led to this term being widely adopted and utilised to 
measure social progress.

 > To Recognise the many ways in which social capital theory can be applied in front line practice.

 > Through discussion of case studies apply social capital theory to better the chances of service user well-being, integration 
and social participation.

 > Able to reflect professionally on the skills set, qualities and competencies required for successful social capital integration 
in to practice.  

Who should attend:
 > Frontline teaching staff at schools, colleges and Universities.

 > Senior Leadership Team staff members at schools, colleges and Universities.

 > Staff tasked with pastoral care responsibilities at schools, colleges and Universities.

 > Front line staff in youth work and social work settings who have regular interactions with young people.
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Course code: BVSC-03104    
Title: Promoting British values and civil society engagement on the frontline. WRAP accredited trainer

Description: 
Britain has been an established democracy for over 165 years with its value base progressing over this period. An 
ever-changing ethnic landscape, a rising security threat and shifting public identity politics all mean that it has never been 
more important to promote a core set of British values and encourage civil society engagement. This course will establish 
the importance of both British Values and civil society engagement within the wider statutory education framework. This duty 
aims to reinforce curriculums and practice that support spiritual, moral, social and cultural (SMSC) development particularly in 
the education sector. It will deconstruct the four core British values, explore the term civil society to locate it within its historical 
and contemporary context. This will approach will allow for discussion that will inform strategies to embed the concepts in to 
practice. The course will also navigate the sensitive terrain of challenges and questions that could be posed by service users, 
students and clients when discussing British values such as foreign interventions, powers under the terrorism act and data 
protection. Linking theory to practice is a central facet of this course. Therefore a clear toolkit will be presented with workable 
ideas for frontline professionals to encourage service users, students or clients to embrace the concepts of British values 
and civil society engagement. Through innovative sector-based case studies the delegates will have an opportunity to apply 
theory to practice as well as form a holistic understanding of applying these concepts in their respective environments. 

Course objective: 
 > Able to confidently discuss the policy and legislative framework within which the terms British values and civil society 

are embedded.

 > Able to identify the four core components of British values and dynamic issues surrounding the term Civil society .

 > Able to explain how the concepts are particularly important in building a stable and cohesive society.

 > Able to anticipate and respond confidently to a number of key challenges and questions that could be posed by service 
users, students or clients regarding British values and civil society.

 > Able to understand and apply a toolkit of ideas that assist in embedding both concepts in to practice.

 > Able to appreciate the role of professional reflection and experience in seeking out innovative ways to promote the 
concepts in front line practice.  

Who should attend:
 > Frontline teaching staff at schools, colleges and Universities.

 > Senior Leadership Team staff members at schools, colleges and Universities.

 > Staff tasked with pastoral care responsibilities at schools, colleges and Universities.

 > Front line staff in youth work and social work settings who have regular interactions with young people.



ENCOURAGING COMMUNITY COHESION - COUNTERING EXTREMISM

To book this course please contact: Babar Yasin (administrator) directly at: Info@flowhesionfoundation.org.uk for our 
course costs per delegate, discounts for group bookings or in-house training sessions. If you could provide us with the 
information below we will endeavor to offer you a competitive price and provide necessary details:

 > Please state the nature of your query In the subject line of the Email.
 In the content of your email provide:

 > The name and address of your organisation.

 > Email and phone contact information of main contact.

 > The course code/s you are interested in.

 > Number of delegates.

 > Possible dates for delivery.

 > Any queries or questions you would like  to ask regarding the course/s.

Course code: UHC-03107   
Title: Understanding hate crime: perceptions, effects, legislation and reporting structures WRAP 
accredited trainer

Description: 
Hate crime has been on the rise in the United Kingdom of late. For instance, In 2016 during the two weeks of June alone 
there was a recorded increase of over 42% (a total of 3,076 recorded incidents, guardian, 2016) in comparison to the previous 
year. There are a plethora of issues that contribute to such statistics. There has never been a more pertinent time for front line 
professionals to comprehensively understand hate crime, effects, legislation and reporting structures. This course will detail 
the definition of hate crime pursuant to current legislation. It will deconstruct carefully the key components that can contribute 
to it. It will explore a number of motivations for such crimes. The course will equip front live professionals with practical 
advice and signposting for reporting such incidents. Further through a the medium of clearly defined toolkits and innovative 
sector-based case studies delegates will have the opportunity to discuss and explore as well as apply the knowledge base 
that they have gained. This will ensure they are able to confidently embed it in to their practice on the front line. 

Course objective: 
 > Able to confidently discuss the legislation that underpins current hate crime incidents.

 > Able to identify and confidently explain the key components that motivate offenders.

 > Able to appreciate the affect it has upon victims.

 > Able to understand the procedures, support and advice available for victims.

 > Able to apply a toolkit and embed it in to front line practice confidently.

Who should attend:
 > Frontline teaching staff at schools, colleges and Universities.

 > Senior Leadership Team staff members at schools, colleges and Universities.

 > Staff tasked with pastoral care responsibilities at schools, colleges and Universities.

 > Front line staff in youth work and social work settings who have regular interactions with young people.



ENCOURAGING COMMUNITY COHESION - COUNTERING EXTREMISM

To book this course please contact: Babar Yasin (administrator) directly at: Info@flowhesionfoundation.org.uk for our 
course costs per delegate, discounts for group bookings or in-house training sessions. If you could provide us with the 
information below we will endeavor to offer you a competitive price and provide necessary details:

 > Please state the nature of your query In the subject line of the Email.
 In the content of your email provide:

 > The name and address of your organisation.

 > Email and phone contact information of main contact.

 > The course code/s you are interested in.

 > Number of delegates.

 > Possible dates for delivery.

 > Any queries or questions you would like  to ask regarding the course/s.

Course code: BRCTC-0410    
Title: Building resilience and critical thinking to counter extremist narratives and ideologies (field trip to 
Northern Ireland option available)

Description: 
The need for community based, community-led dialogue has never been more pertinent. This is certainly the case between 
observers of faith and those who ascribe to forms of humanism.  World leaders who pitch a clash of civilization dictum further 
add to socio-political tensions and reinforce the need for such dialogue to take place on both strategic and on grassroot 
levels. This pioneering and innovative course is led by Ali Amla who is a renowned community cohesion activist with a 
strong academic background in extremist ideologies and counter- narratives. It has been carefully constructed by him and 
has been delivered to over 500 participants over the last 5 years. The fluid delegate-focused course takes participants on 
a journey of professional reflection, frank discussion and delves in to the theosophical and philosophical realms of religion 
to explore what drives extremist narrative and energizes its base. Through his unrivalled, grounded understanding of the key 
players, themes and issues in this arena, Ali is able to provide delegates with a strong toolkit and qualities that are needed 
to ensure that front line professionals are proactively able to challenge those within their communities that peddle hate and 
divisiveness. Therefore a blended approach of workshops, professional reflection, discussion and media presentation will be 
utilised to immerse delegates in an engaging, thought-provoking experience. 

Because we believe by understanding the past we can make sense of the future, a unique feature of this course is a visit to 
Northern Ireland and meetings with key activists and community leaders there. The field trip will explore comparables between 
contemporary extremist motivations and actions with the Northern Ireland socio-political experience. The course embeds 
(through an eclectic and blended approach) a comprehensive understanding of extremist narrative and builds resilience by 
inviting delegates to map their own strengths and limitations with a view to developing their professional skills sets to meet 
emerging and evolving threats. It is hoped that through this community-centric model delegates will be able to learn from past 
lessons, current best practice and future directions. Through the use of innovative case studies delegates will be able to apply 
the knowledge that has been developed on this unique course. This will ensure that front line professionals proactively and 
competently work to drown out the voices of those in our society who wish to harm others physically or through toxic ideology.

Course objective: 
 > Able to confidently discuss the multi-faceted dynamics that drive extremism.

 > Able to identify and confidently explain theosophcial and philosophical paradigms linked to narratives.

 > Able to appreciate the importance of professional reflection and community-based  experiences on counter narratives.

 > Able to evaluate why countering extremism has no one uniform approach or one profile of offender.

 > Able to confidently analyse thematically parallels between the Northern Ireland experience and contemporary extremism.

 > Able to understand own limitations and strengths when challenging extremist narrative.

 > Able to apply a toolkit and embed it in to front line practice confidently.

Who should attend:
 > Frontline teaching staff at schools, colleges and Universities.

 > Senior Leadership Team staff members at schools, colleges and Universities.

 > Staff tasked with pastoral care responsibilities at schools, colleges and Universities.

 > Front line staff in youth work and social work settings who have regular interactions with young people.


